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MINUTES — Regular Meeting 
CHUCKANUT COMMUNITY FOREST PARK DISTRICT 

Wednesday, November 11, 2020  at 6 PM 
Online Meeting Through Zoom 

Mailing Address: PO Box 4283, Bellingham, WA 98227 
 

Official email addresses for Commissioners, where public may send comments (subject to public 
disclosure):      Frank James fjames.ccfpd@gmail.com 
John Hymas jhymas1331@gmail.com John McLaughlin johnm.ccfpd@gmail.com 
Hue Beattie hue.ccfpd@gmail.com   John G. Brown  jbrown.ccfpd@gmail.com 
 

Our Mission: The mission of the Chuckanut Community Forest Park District is to ensure the entirety 
of the property is protected in perpetuity in public ownership, with respect for its ecological, 
recreational, and educational functions and to serve as a fiscal mechanism through which the 
district, via a tax levy, will repay the City of Bellingham for the Greenways Endowment Fund loan.  
 

Call to order:  Frank James. Welcome Commissioners and Citizens. Per Chapter 42.30 RCW 
(Open Public Meetings Act), CCFPD board meetings are open to the public. This meeting is being 
voice recorded. Due to the Covid-19 outbreak and the Governor’s “Stay At Home” Order, this 
meeting of the Chuckanut Community Forest Park District will be conducted online on Zoom.   
 

Roll Call: Frank James, John Hymas and Hue Beattie.  John McLaughlin arrived later.  John Brown 
is excused. 
 

Introductions: Bob Carmichael, legal counsel and Robyn Albro, secretary.   
 

Motion: Moved to approve agenda by H. Beattie, second by J. Hymas.  Approved 3/0. 
 

Public Hearing to determine 2021 Tax Levy. 
Public Comment: Please limit remarks to 3 minutes.  
1. John Servais:  The primary promise, the first sentence of the statement of the ballot of the voters 

pamphlet of 2013 and the promise that was made through out all the communications and 
promoting of the levy in 2013 was to pay off the levy and dissolve.  That was a promise that 
some of you folks and others made to the public of the southside.  You won by 112 votes; it 
wasn’t a big margin.  I can respect that over time you are looking at trail plans and I understand 
that the master plan has been delayed by the city over the last 6 or 7 years.  You can still keep 
the $0.28/$1000 levy that you have had for years, pay off the entire bond debt next year and 
there is nothing to prevent you from continuing as an organization beyond that, if you need to, for 
other reasons. But to decrease the tax and thereby mandatorily extend the length of the 
commission beyond 2021, when you don’t need to, I think is a violation of the promise that you 
folks made to the citizens, the residents, the property owners, the voters of all the south side of 
Bellingham in 2013.  I think it will have ramifications because it was contentious, it was even 
challenged and when liberals, environmentalists come forward again next year, in five years, 
with a promise of what they are going to do on something, you are not going to be believed, 
because it will be seen as creep in the program.  I am not arguing with the validity or the 
importance of any of them.  I don’t trust Bellingham Parks. Personally, I think we need to turn it 
over to them and we really need to focus on making sure that they do a good job, and that you 
folks are involved as advisors and are deeply involved in that.  I am not against a good trail plan.  
I am not against a good master plan.  I broke the news on that in 1996.  My article was hard, but 
that was because time was of the essence.  I was really surprised that all of a sudden here it 
was, a vote to continue to pay off that debt at $.28 and pay off that debt.  We have learned from 
the pandemic that things can happen fast that change everything. Let’s pay off the debt while we 
can and realize the 20 plus year dream of having that property secured.  Thank you.  I really 
hope you will vote to keep the tax levy at $.28. 
 

2. Bill Geyer:  I emailed some written testimony that is an alternate resolution for the 
commissioners to consider tonight.  It is a supplement to what I want to say here.  Because of 
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the mandate that was provided to the voters to the general public of the district and its formation 
where we have to recall that when the petition was filed it specified the payment of the city 
interfund loan.  The statement for adopting the ballot measure to create the park district says 
“The singular purpose of this Park District is to repay the loan that enabled the City’s purchase of 
the Chuckanut Community Forest (aka Chuckanut Ridge), thereby assuring its preservation as a 
park, forever.”  The preservation of the park forever, which we are supporting and when the 
voters adopted it by a very narrow margin, it was a 47% turnout and the commission chair read 
the mission that reinforced that a primary focus is to have a tax levy that can pay off the 
Greenways Fund.  Steve Oliver, the treasurer, has provided a report with extensive details on 
revenues and expenses from 2014 forward and in 2021, he is estimating your revenues to be 
approximately $720,000 wherein your final payout to the loan to the city of Bellingham is 
approximately $652,000.  There are revenues way in excess of what is necessary to complete 
the singular purpose, the primary purpose of the district.  You will have accomplished your 
mission if you do that.  I think it is well within your reach and should be accomplished in 2021. 
And in doing so, then what can occur is the commissioners and I would request four specific 
actions that they pursue the final payment of the loan to the city no later than November 1, 2021, 
that will fulfill the voters mandate.  Secondly, to diminish all administrative expenditures to the 
minimum amount during 2021.  Thirdly, prior to December 1, 2021, pursue all necessary actions 
to proceed with the dissolution of the park district as provided in state law 35.61.310. The final 
piece would be to publish a note of gratitude not only to the board members, past and current, 
but also to the voters that created the Community Forest Park District and the property owners 
that paid the property taxes that enabled us to achieve the mission.  You have my written 
submission and I wish you well in your deliberations tonight and request your adoption of that 
Resolution.  Thank you. 
R. Albro.  I forwarded Bill Geyer’s written comments to the board members. 
 

3. Gene Shannon:  Connie and I own three businesses in Fairhaven, Fairhaven Village Inn, 
Galloway’s Cocktail Bar, and South Bay Suites.  I wholeheartedly encourage you to pay it down, 
leave the interest rate alone, and look for the succession interest, preferably with the Park 
District, and I take Bill’s point and John’s point too.  You can continue to serve as an advisory as 
you have done so far.  I wholeheartedly encourage you to keep where you are at with the 
interest rate. 
 

4. Kirk Gulden:  I do recognize Dr. James previous statements that the Courts determined that the 
Board has the authority to spend the revenue other than for repaying the loan, but as already 
stated, and I think I was only allowed into the meeting well into John’s statement, but I would 
appear to agree with the others who have spoken including John that a move to do other than 
repaying the loan would really betray those who initially voted in favor of the park district, 
considering the statement in favor saying the purpose was to repay the loan.  Doing otherwise 
would also reinforce the skepticism and concerns of those who voted against it.  I would also 
strongly recommend that the balance of the loan be paid off and that the board either gradually, 
by lowering the levy, or with the current levy paying it off that much sooner and then the board, 
until dissolved by the city, serve in an advisory role after that point.  Thank you. 

 

5. Michael Chiavario:  The points made by the three speakers so far rest on the contention that the 
sole purpose of the Park District is to pay down the loan.  While it is true, that the wording of the 
petition in 2013 said that was the primary purpose, the phrase that followed that primary purpose 
is something like in order to protect the property in-perpetuity.  Once the park district was legally 
formed it became clear that there were certain administrative and governmental steps that 
needed to be taken and amongst those was the interlocal agreement and conservation 
easement between the Park District and the city.  That conservation easement has to do with the 
in-perpetuity part.  The in-perpetuity part means it is the responsibility of the Park District and 
their partner the City to protect the property and its environmental assets in perpetuity.  The Park 
District needs to make sure that even after it is dissolved that someone watchdogs that. 
Therefore, to continue to exist and oversee the process of master planning and make sure that 
another agency takes over the duties of seeing to the enforcement of the conservation easement 
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is certainly not something that goes counter to the original intention of forming the Park District.  
Personally, as someone who voted for it and have been paying taxes on it ever since, am in 
favor of lowering the tax rate and for the Park District to continue to exist during the master 
planning process and to make sure the interlocal agreement and conservation easement is 
handed over to another responsible organization before the Park District goes away.  I think that 
is all in very good faith with the voters.  Thank you. 

 

Frank James: The main concern that John, Bill, Gene, and Kirk raised was that there would 
somehow be an extension of the Park District by cutting the tax rate in half this year. It is my 
understanding that isn’t the case. We would continue to exist for that period of time whether we cut it 
in half or not.  The original interest in reducing the tax was there is substantial hardship, especially 
among low income people in our area because of the economic downturn.  We asked the city to 
evaluate how big that impact would be to go from $.28 to $.14 and extend it over two years.  There 
were two impacts of that, one was that there would be an additional cost, in terms of interest 
estimated at $8,000 to $10,000 which on the average homeowner would be pennies. The second 
impact is that there would be a reduction in the amount they would pay per year.  That amount was 
much less than I anticipated, for the average homeowner if they paid $100, it would go down to $50, 
a short-term savings for an average home.  We reviewed this at our last board meeting and decided 
to shelve it to this board meeting, so we had time to ponder those issues.  It hadn’t been clear before 
that meeting what the actual financial impacts would be.  I would ask our council, Bob Carmichael, to 
speak to the issue of when the Park District would dissolve and what mechanisms would be 
involved. I think it is important to be clear. 
 

Bob Carmichael:  I have seen the article, it was forwarded to me, and there are some 
misunderstandings in there.  The Park District cannot dissolve on its own.  The Park District can only 
dissolve after the City files a petition for its dissolution.  That is by state statute.  We have gone 
through that with the city and between Alan Mariner and I we understand what has to happen.  
Before the Park District can be dissolved, there are two things that have to happen.  One is the loan 
has to be paid off.  It was a 3.2 million loan from the City’s Greenways Endowment Fund.  It is being 
paid off in good time, which is great.  The loan has to be paid off before the District can dissolve, but 
the other thing that has to happen before the District can dissolve is the City, again not the Park 
District, there was some reference that maybe the Park District is responsible for the master plan for 
the Park, that is not true, it’s a City responsibility.  The City manages the Park and has managed the 
Park all along. The Park District has never managed the Park and the Park District has no authority 
to adopt a master plan, but in the interlocal agreement, which we reached with the City of 
Bellingham shortly after the Park District was formed, we included a few things that were negotiated.  
One was a conservation easement and while the conservation easement may not have necessarily 
been called out in the ballot title, the conservation easement’s intent was to protect the Park for the 
purposes identified in the ballot title which were for ecological, recreational, and educational type 
purposes, not an average park.  The board felt that a conservation easement was important to fulfill 
the intent of the voters and that was negotiated.  The City, at the time, did not want any conservation 
easement.  They just wanted the Park District to pay the money and be quiet and don’t pay attention 
to what the City is doing with the Park.  The Park Board at the time felt that wasn’t the right thing to 
do, that they had been charged with the mission of making sure the Park was protected for the 
purposes that the voters intended and so the conservation easement was intended to accomplish 
that purpose.  There was one other thing that was intended to accomplish that purpose and that is to 
have some oversight of the Park master plan which the City would eventually adopt.  So, in the 
interlocal agreement that was negotiated with the City, there is a clause that requires the Park 
master plan to be adopted by the City before the Park District can be dissolved.  That was 
negotiated, frankly for the purpose of oversight to make sure that the citizens intent would be fulfilled 
in the Park master planning process.  What has happened since then is I would say probably every 
year since the Park District has been in existence, since I have been its legal counsel, we have been 
checking with the City, when are you going to get that Park District master plan done? It kept getting 
put off and put off.  If it had been up to the Park Commissioners, the Park master plan would have 
been done a long time ago. I can say that having been a witness to all these events over the last 
many years.  We do know now that it is intended to be in the budget for 2021 and 2022. I 
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understand the Park’s intent is to have the Park’s master plan completed in 2022.  When that 
happens, and only after that happens, the city will be in a position to file a petition for the dissolution 
of the Park District.  The dissolution has to happen within one year of that time.  If the Park District is 
dissolved, pursuant to the City’s petition, which I expect it will be, that is likely to happen in 2023, 
given the timing of all this.  The provision that requires that the Park District remain in place until that 
master plan is adopted, that was approved pursuant to a public hearing.  There was a lot of public 
process involved at the time. There was a joint City Council/Park District board meeting that took 
public testimony on it and ultimately that was what was agreed to between the City and the Park 
District. That the Park District would not dissolve until after the master plan is adopted. Giving the 
timing of everything and the City is finally getting to the Park master plan, to me, the best guess is 
that the Park District will dissolve in 2023. So whether the District adopts a resolution or levy that 
cuts it to $.14 or has it at $.28, as a practical matter is probably not going to make a lot of difference 
in terms of when the Park District dissolves. What is really the delaying factor here is the Park 
master plan.   
 

I would add one more thing, I think there’s arguments on both sides, in terms of what the Park 
District was intended to do.  There’s lots of materials with respect to the ballot title.  John mentioned 
the good one in the pro statement about it being the singular purpose of the Park District.  I’ve seen 
all those materials and studied them in connection with defending the Park District in the lawsuit 
brought by the Ferlins. One of the things is that the citizens were advised that the Park District would 
have all the authority that any other Park District has, and that includes the ability to adopt a levy. 
While it could certainly be argued that the intent was to adopt $.28/$1000 levies all the way until it’s 
paid off, it can also be argued that the other purposes were to protect the Park and do what was 
necessary to protect its functions and make sure that it got protected in-perpetuity the way the 
citizens expected.  Both sides of that argument can be made.  I will tell you that the principle 
argument that the plaintiffs were making in that lawsuit were that the only purpose of the Park 
District was to pay off the city loan, and it was really just a shell of the city and had no other real 
authority and no other real purpose. We argued against that and the court accepted our position and 
rejected the plaintiffs’ position that that was the only purpose. One of the things the court pointed to 
was the conservation easement, said its obviously not the only purpose, this is a Park District that 
has authority to do other things. I would submit that if the only purpose of the Park District was to 
pay off the city loan, that there is a higher chance that the Park District would have been struck 
down or invalidated as not being a legal district and none of this would be happening.  It’s important 
to understand that there are a lot of legal nuances here. I am not trying to inject an opinion into the 
debate, I don’t have an opinion. I am not taking a position as to whether the board should adopt the 
$.28/$1000 or the $.14/$1000 or a $.02/$1000 levy or a $.50/$1000 levy, which the board would 
have authority to do anyone of those things.  They gave me direction to prepare two alternative 
potential levies, one $.14 and one at $.28 and I have done that and again I am not weighing in on 
what should happen.  I just wanted to provide some factual background for everyone here tonight so 
they could understand some of the background in terms of why these issues are being considered.   
 

Frank James:  I would add a bit more context as well, we have been doing what we can to prepare 
for the master plan.  We have volunteer groups that have organized studies of the mycology of the 
forest. We have people who have done surveys of the birds and mammals of the forest and we have 
made an extensive effort to study the trails and tried to get the ones closed that were doing damage 
and develop a planning process. We have had two public hearings about those. We were very clear 
in that those were not decision making hearings and we are not the people responsible for that, but 
we have made substantial efforts to set the ground work and provide the necessary information that 
a master plan would need in order to be successful.  Given those things, it is my thought that there 
have been some misunderstandings here.  Either levy would not extend the life of the board, it is my 
understanding at least.  The benefits and the costs are both small differences, literally pennies 
spread out over the population.  The benefits of separating them would have people pay half as 
much for one year and the other half the next year. They would not extend the life of the Park Board 
beyond the life span that it would have anyway. I would open now for the Commissioners to decide 
this. I have to say that either one is fine with me. When we actually got down to the math last time 
and as I have had a time to review it in the intervening period, I think there are very small 
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differences. The cost of our secretary, counsel, running our meetings is going to be there until we 
dissolve anyway. So, I don’t think that is a material issue in terms of the actual cost of the options. I 
would entertain a motion to pass one or the other and once we have that motion, we can discuss it 
further.   
Hue Beattie:  I move that we pass the $.28/$1000 levy rate.  John Hymas:  I really want to thank Bob 
for clarifying things.  As far as pennies for taxpayers, that is one thing, but the interest if we were to 
drop to $.14 would be $8,000 to $10,000. It is probably going to happen anyway, but if my term ends 
in 2021, I don’t know if there will be an election required or not or would we just go with four 
commissioners after that, because that would be another $8,000 it sounds like. F. James:  I don’t 
think we can decide to have one less commissioner?   
John Hymas seconded the motion. 
Bob Carmichael: I want to make sure that the board has a chance to review the written submission, 
the board has seen that.  Before you take a vote, you need to close the public hearing. John Servais 
had his hand up earlier and maybe somebody else wants to say something.  We have relatively few 
numbers of people, I think you have some leeway here in letting the public speak further as long as 
it continues to be orderly.  Then at some point I’d ask you to close the public hearing and then have 
the Board discussion on the motion.  
F James: Given that there is minimal benefit I personally don’t see a reason to move to a lower rate.   
 

6. John Servais: I would like to say a second thing, my statements were characterized by some of 
you as the only purpose is to pay off the debt, and I have never said that. I have said the 
primary. Indeed, I have no objection and the whole thing is there might be a reason for the 
commission to extend and it can with the $.28. That is a whole separate set of issues that has 
nothing to do with whether it is $.28 or not. The $.28 is the primary & the promise to the people.   

 

7. Kirk Gulden:  I couldn’t find either proposed budget on the website.  Do either of the budgets 
address any surplus that might remain after the loan is paid off.    
Frank James:  No, the budget doesn’t do that, it is noted as a surplus.   
Kirk Gulden:  Is there any plan or discussion, we are getting pretty close to that if we are looking 
at 2022? Is there any intent about how to use that surplus? If we go with the pro statement when 
the proposition was passed, it does state the singular purpose is to repay the loan despite other 
things that have been said in the lawsuit that the board was successful at.  Personally I would be 
in favor of it being put towards restoration and other conservation issues within that, but I don’t 
think it would be true to the trust of the public to do that considering the conditions under which it 
was passed without significant impact from the public.   
 

Frank James:  That isn’t an issue we are addressing today. I appreciate your comment, we will keep 
that in mind.  
Frank James talked about the conservation easement, key points were:  Need to have an institution 
willing to take the easement on, defend it and protect it in perpetuity; had discussions with the Land 
Trust several years ago and they had concerns that they would need to increase their budget in 
order to defend it (they would have to raise funds if there were a challenge to the easement) and we 
have had discussions with the land trust recently (it is in our agenda for later tonight); Discussed the 
idea of funds to assist with overseeing the conservation easement; Also have looked at the 
University to take on the conservation easement; Looked at the model of the arboretum, which is 
jointly balanced between the City and the University; As the University already does research in the 
forest, we looked at building some modest facility, with bathrooms, that could be used for meetings, 
to make it less likely that kids would be building bike ramps and homeless people would be living 
there.  

 

8. Bill Geyer:  I appreciate Bob Carmichael’s recitation of the legal parameters that came out of the 
lawsuit and keeping that information alive for the commissioners to be aware of but my 
comments were focused on what I believe to be the moral obligation that we have as those that 
identified the initial petition, brought it forward, got it voted on, and then ran and has been 
elected as commissioners and that obligation they have to the voters to fulfill the payment of the 
outstanding loan.  My advocacy is and I appreciate your efforts on the $.28 levy tonight and my 
advocacy would be to maximize that, so it does get paid out in 2021.  You have raised some 
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very important and good points as for future discussion as you mentioned the arboretum, which 
has been a successful model for close to 50 years. As to the easement protection, there may be 
a way, and I have done this and others, where your conservation easements are conveyed to the 
general public as opposed to one specific entity and that gives some, I am not the attorney of 
course, but just in other avenues I have seen in easements I conveyed it gives a little stronger 
better standing to more folks. An item for future discussion. I would very much appreciate the 
board taking the steps to get the loan paid off as soon as possible. 

 

Hue Beattie reiterated that paying off the loan is the primary purpose. 
Frank James acknowledged the written comments received from Bill Geyer.  
Closure of Public Hearing on 2021 Tax Levy. 
 

Motion previously made to accept the $.28 tax levy by Hue Beattie, seconded by John Hymas.  
Discussion opened.  Frank James stated that the impact of passing the $.28 levy would be to almost 
pay off the loan in 2021 with a small amount left over, though if property values go up, the loan could 
be paid off entirely in 2021. That will not change how long the district is in existence.   
 

John McLaughlin entered the meeting.  Frank James summarized the main issues in the public 
testimony for him and John McLaughlin asked some questions about that, with additional comments 
(on information already shared earlier) from Hue Beattie and John Hymas.   
John Hymas asked if we have to have five commissioners (John’s term expires at the end of 2021) 
and Bob Carmichael said need to have five board members (and he will confirm that).   
 

Commissioners voted on the Motion on the Floor.  Passed 4/0.  
 
Public Hearing on the 2021 Budget.  Public Comment: Please limit remarks to 3 minutes.  
1. Bill Geyer:  Looking at your exhibit A document that was posted on your website and showing 

the comparisons and commenting here on the 2021 budget.  I am glad to see you have identified 
what appears to be the full payout for the conservation easement to the city.  If that $625,500 is 
not the full amount for the outstanding balance, I would encourage you to adjust it accordingly so 
that it does indeed reflect that in the full and final payment.  I would ask you to increase that, that 
gives you coverage to make the full payout.  I applaud you for the other items you have in your 
budget, it appears to be a very efficient small budget with your detailed items. I recommend you 
keep those as low as possible and hopefully legal counsel fees, no slight on Bob here tonight, 
but hopefully legal counsel fees will not have to be at that amount. 
 

2. Vince Biciunas:  I would just like to remind, especially when Kirk mentioned earlier about the 
surplus, the reason there might be surplus funds is because our payment, our finances, our 
schedule, we automatically give 90% of what we collect to the City.  The County collects and we 
give the City of Bellingham 90% every month. What is left over is money that we save or spend 
as needed. There is that 10% that might be a surplus at the end of all this.  
 

Frank James thanked Vince Biciunas for all her contributions. 
Closure of Public Hearing on 2021 Budget. 
 

John Hymas moved to adopt the 2021 Budget that goes with the $.28 tax levy and Hue Beattie 
seconded it.  Approved 4/0. 
 

Minutes:  Bob Carmichael and John McLaughlin made corrections.  Motion to approve the October 
28 meeting minutes made by J. Hymas, seconded by H. Beattie.  Approved 4/0. 
 

Park Advisory Board Meeting Report: J. Hymas, liaison to Park Advisory Board, forwarded the 
minutes of the last meeting to everybody, but there was nothing to do with us. The November 9th 
meeting minutes have not come out yet, he will forward them to the board when they come out. 
 

Old Business: 
 Trail Design Public Meeting Review / Wayfinding and the Parks Draft Plan. 

F. James: Haven’t heard anything about when the Parks Dept. is going to complete the 
wayfinding. Some people do get lost in there.  
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 Conservation Easement: Frank James has left a message for the executive director of the 
Whatcom County Land Trust.  Talked with Rand Jack and Chris Moench who were very 
encouraging.  Rand Jack felt that the Land Trust can and ultimately would accept the 
responsibility.  Do need to talk to the executive director to get a commitment about that, who 
would take it to their board.   
John McLaughlin hasn’t talked to anyone at the University yet. 
 
Carry both issues forward to the next meeting. 
 

New Business: 
 Set Meeting Dates for 2021.   

Discussion about moving the November meeting one week later to the 17th so that there is more 
time between meetings.  Bob Carmichael stated we have time issues because we have to 
approve our levy and budget 12 business days before November 30th. We always leave 
ourselves some time. This year the Treasurer said we could get it to them by November 17th. 
Need to keep it on November 10th so we get it done in time. Next year we may not have a levy, 
but we will have a budget that needs to be approved.   
Moved by Hue Beattie and seconded by John Hymas to approve the following meeting dates for 
2021.  Approved 4/0.  January 27, February 24, March 24, April 28, May 26, June 23, July 28, 
August 25, September 22, October 27, November 10, December 8. 

 

Monthly expenses and cash flow sheets. 
Petty Cash: WECU Bank account balance as of 10/31/2020 was $2,905.72. 
Treasurer’s Report:  As of October 31, 2020, Whatcom Co. Treasurer’s Monthly Report, beginning 
unencumbered cash balance (10/01) $224,645.05, ending unencumbered cash balance (10/31) 
$459,244.66.  We received tax revenues of $250,748.27 in October.  $2,394 in operating expenses, 
and $13,752 was paid on our loan to the city of Bellingham. 
Current debt outstanding as of 10/31/2020:  $920,216.27. 
 
Motion: By J. Hymas to approve District Payroll Input Form, wages for Robyn Albro, 26.25 hours in 
October 2020, total gross of $656.25.  Second by H. Beattie.  Approval 4/0. 
 

Consent Agenda: Motion by J. McLaughlin to approve following payment. Second by J. Hymas.  
Approval 4/0.  
 Payment on the October 15, 2020, Invoice #93008 from Carmichael Clark PS for $1,257.50 for 

regular professional services.  
 
Reminder:  R. Albro will send an email to three board members right after the meeting.  Please 
respond confirming that you approve paying of bills as listed in the consent agenda/payroll. 
 
Next meeting: Wednesday December 9, 2020. 
John McLaughlin will not be able to be at the next meeting. 
Frank James gave us an update on Covid-19 and vaccines. 
 
Robyn Albro will bring all three resolutions to be signed at once, the tax levy, the budget, and the 
restoration resolution.  She also mentioned her payroll has gone over budget this year, probably due 
to Zoom meetings, extra time to do things online, learn new things and will go down next year.   
 
Vince Biciunas mentioned that Bill Geyer’s fourth point of sending thank yous to everyone when we 
do close the commission is a good point. 
 
Adjourn. Time:  7:25 pm. 
 
ATTACHED:  Written Testimony Received from Bill Geyer – 7 pages: Resolution #16, Exhibit A, 
Legal Description, Exhibit B, Exhibit C, loan payoff document from Steven Oliver. 
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RESOLUTION NO. 16  
  

A RESOLUTION OF THE CHUCKANUT COMMUNITY FOREST PARK DISTRICT  

TO FAITHFULLY IMPLEMENT THE VOTERS’ AUTHORITY TO PAYOFF IN FULL  

THE LOAN TO THE CITY OF BELLINGHAM IN 2021  

  

WHEREAS, Registered Voters (“Voters”) resident in the proposed Chuckanut Community Forest 

Park District (“District”) signed a Petition (Exhibit “A”) to initiate the District by direct election 

of the Voters in accordance with RCW 35.61 with a mandate to assess property a maximum of 

twenty-eight cents per thousand of assessed value each year and not to exceed 10 years as sufficient 

to pay off the City of Bellingham inter-fund loan of $3,232,201; and  

WHEREAS, the Whatcom County Auditor (“Auditor”) validated the Petition and thereby defined 

Proposition No. 1 Formation of Chuckanut Community Forest Park District to be placed before 

the Voters on February 12, 2013 (the “Election”); and  

WHEREAS, the Auditor published the official Ballot Measure (Exhibit “B”) to all Voters that 

included a statement authored by the Chuckanut Community Forest District Steering Committee 

as follows: 

   “STATEMENT FOR: 

 The singular purpose of this Park District is to repay the loan that enabled the City’s 

purchase of the Chuckanut Community Forest (aka Chuckanut Ridge), thereby assuring its 

preservation as a park, forever.” 

 

WHEREAS, prior to their election, members of the District Board of Commissioners (“Board”) 

campaigned to solicit Voter support to approve Proposition 1 at the Election; and 

WHEREAS, the Auditor certified the Election experienced a 47.09% turnout with 1925 (51.7%) 

YES votes and 1796 (48.3%) NO votes thereby approving Proposition 1 creating the District; and  

WHEREAS, the original District Board was elected in the same Election based on representations 

to implement the singular purpose of the District stated in the Ballot Measure above; and 

WHEREAS, the duly elected Board adopted a Mission Statement (“Mission”) and continually 

published same on the District website through today as follows: 

“Our Mission: The mission of the Chuckanut Community Forest Park District is to 

ensure the entirety of the property is protected in public ownership in perpetuity, with 

respect for its ecological, recreational, and educational functions and to serve as a 

fiscal mechanism through which the District, via a tax levy, will repay the City of 

Bellingham for the Greenways Endowment Fund loan.” 

 

WHEREAS, the Whatcom County Treasurer (“Treasurer”) delivered to the Board (Exhibit “C) a 

detailed list of District revenues and expenses for 2014-2019 and estimates for 2020-2022 
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including annual payments and the declining balance owed on the Greenways Endowment Fund 

loan (“Loan”); and 

WHEREAS, the Treasurer estimates 2021 total revenues of $720,803.33 are more than sufficient 

to make a final Loan payment of $652,475.12 to the City of Bellingham; and  

WHEREAS, the District conducted a Public Hearing on November 11, 2020 to consider the 

annual budget for 2021; and 

WHEREAS, RCW 35.61.310 provides “A board of commissioners of a metropolitan park district 

may, upon a majority vote of all its members, dissolve in its entirety any metropolitan park district, 

prorate the liabilities thereof, and turn over to the city and/or county so much of the district as is 

respectively located therein…”; and    

WHEREAS, the foregoing recitals are a material part of this Resolution;      

 

NOW THEREFORE, THE BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS OF THE CHUCKANUT 

COMMUNITY FOREST PARK DISTRICT, WHATCOM COUNTY, WASHINGTON, 

HEREBY RESOLVES THAT THE PRIORITY FOR THE DISTRICT AND THE 

RESIDENTS IT SERVES IS AS FOLLOWS:  

 

Section 1.  Final Payment of the Loan.  Based on the detailed report delivered by the Treasurer 

documenting the District Beginning Cash, Tax Collections and Other revenue, the Board of 

Commissioners finds sufficient funds exist to make full and final payment of the Loan to the City 

of Bellingham in the 2021 budget calendar year to fulfill the Voters mandate of the February 12, 

2013 Election establishing the District and the District Mission.  The District shall process the final 

payment to the City of Bellingham at the earliest opportunity but no later than November 1, 2021.    

 

Section 2.  Final Administrative Expenses.  The Board of Commissioners finds the District singular 

purpose is accomplished with repayment of the Loan and hereby directs all other administrative 

expenses be reduced to a minimum in 2021.   

 

Section 3.  District Dissolution.  Upon final payment to the City of Bellingham and conduct of 

final administrative tasks, the Board of Commissioners shall take all necessary and appropriate 

steps to dissolve the Chuckanut Community Forest Park District prior to December 1, 2021.   

 

Section 4.  Voter Gratitude.  The Board shall publish a statement of gratitude to the Voters for 

creating the Chuckanut Community Forest Park District and to all property owners within its 

boundary that paid property taxes to enable the District to achieve its Mission upon dissolution.    
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Section 5.  BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that any resolutions or parts of resolutions in conflict 

herewith are hereby repealed insofar as they conflict with the provisions of this Resolution.  

Section 6.  If any section, subsection, sentence, clause, or phrase of this Resolution is for any reason 

held to be invalid or unconstitutional, such decision shall not affect the validity of the remaining 

portions of this Resolution. The Board hereby declares that it would have passed this Resolution 

and each section, subsection, sentence, clause, and phrase thereof, irrespective of the fact that any 

one or more sections, subsections, sentences, clauses, or phrases has been declared invalid or 

unconstitutional.  

    

ADOPTED by the Board of Commissioners of Chuckanut Community Forest Park District, 

Whatcom County, Washington, at a regular meeting held the 11th day of November 2020 with the 

following Commissioners being present and voting.  

  

_________________________       __________________________   

COMMISSIONER      

  

  

  

  COMMISSIONER   

_________________________       __________________________   

COMMISSIONER        COMMISSIONER  

  

  

_________________________   

COMMISSIONER  

  

  

THIS IS TO CERTIFY that the above is a true and correct copy of Resolution No. 16 of Chuckanut 

Community Forest Park District, Whatcom County, Washington, adopted at the regular meeting 

of the Board of Commissioners on November 11th, 2020.  

  

  

            _________________________   

            SECRETARY  
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BALLOT MEASURE

Proposition No.1
Formation of Chuckanut Community Forest Park District

Shall the Chuckanut Community Forest Park District with boundaries encompassing Precincts 250.251,252,256,
257, 258, 260, 261, 262, 263, 264 and 265, and the portion of Precinct 259 west of Interstate 5, all within the City of
Bellingham, be created?

Yes No

EXPLANATORY STATEMENT

Voter approval will create a "Chuckanut Community Forest Park District" governed by the board of commissioners
elected simultaneously. The District would have all the powers provided in Ch.35.61 RCW, including, but not limited
to, maintaining, improving and acquiring parks and recreational facilities; issuing bonds; and levying general taxes to
the limit spelled out in RCW 35.61.100 upon real property within the District. The intended property tax levy rate of
twenty eight cents per thousand dollars of assessed value would, in ten years, repay the inter-fund loan made from
the Greenways Endowment Fund for the purchase of the "Hundred Acre Wood" by providing a dedicated funding
source.

STATEMENT FOR: STATEMENt AGAINST:

Proponents cannot guarantee the Park district's
future. State law permits perpetual operations (no
sunset), condemnation of land inside and outside its
boundaries, taxes levied at over twice the proponents'
suggestion. Existing annual City Greenways 3 taxes
are $133/year on a $250,000 house. A new parks
district adds $187.50Iyear on the same house.
Apartments are also taxed; taxes will pass on to
renters. Not a good deal.
Read www.protectbellinghamparks.com and VOTE
NO on PROPOSITION 1.

Statement For prepared by: Chuckanut Community Forest District Steering Committee
Statement Against prepared by: Bill Geyer and George Munger
Statements For, Statements Against, and Rebuttals are the opinions of the authors and have not been
checked for accuracy by any government agency.

The singular purpose of this Park District is to repay
the loan that enabled the City's purchase of the
Chuckanut Community Forest (aka Chuckanut
Ridge), thereby assuring its preservation as a park,
forever. The alternative is that an unknown portion of
the land may be sold. Greenways paid more than half
of the purchase price. The rest is up to us Southsiders
who will most benefit from the forest's preservation or
be impacted by its sale. With its lush, forested
wetlands nestled between two salmon-bearing
streams, the property's ecological merits are beyond
challenge. As a park, the forest offers easy access to
healthy outdoor recreation to five nearby Southside
neighborhoods, while reducing the need for an
expensive expansion of the 1ih Street bridge. The
commissioners, elected from among your neighbors,
will assure its preservation, leaving management to
Bellingham Parks. Proven around the state, the Park
District model has empowered communities to keep
what they hold dear, and ensure a legacy for
generations to come. This much-loved forest has
been defended by you and your neighbors for over
twenty years. Now is finally the time to secure it once
and for all. Vote YES for our forest. Learn more at
www.chuckanutcommunityforest.com.

Rebuttal of Statement Against:

The CCFD is committed solely to repaying the loan by
levying $28/$100,000 for 10 years; preserving the
park forever. Park Districts work successfully
throughout the state. Other financing avenues were
explored, none were feasible. Sale of "large", not
"small portion" is needed to raise $3.2M. If sold,
public will pay toward infrastructure. This is the last,
best chance for preservation. We can buy into fear
of park district power, or we can buy a park.

A new park district (RCW 35.61) can 1) be
independent of City government, 2) levy annual
property taxes up to $75/$100,000 value, 3) operate
parks, 4) pay District Commissioners' salary, and 5)
condemn property "within or without" the District.
These powers exceed the statements of the park
district supporters. Our need is financial - repay City
Council's $3.2 million loan to restore our Greenways
Endowment. Our need is NOT to create a competing
branch of government with vast powers inside our
City limits.

First explore all solutions to repay the loan, such as:
keep the land but sell the density rights to another
location; sell a small portion of the site; include the
loan in future Greenways levy. Or, a private capital
campaign by Park supporters. Divide $3,200,000
among 1,600 park supporters equals $2,000 each.
Each could sign a personal note to pay the City over
10 years, thereby erasing the need for a parks district.
Other financial solutions deserve a thorough review
before we create a district with no end to its life, new
taxing power over our current taxes and the power to
condemn property.

Get informed at www.protectbellinghamparks.com
and VOTE NO on PROPOSITION 1.

Rebuttal of Statement For:

EXHIBIT "B"



LTD

Chuckanut Community Forest Park District

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023

Cash Flow

Beginning Cash 48,263.84         87,421.57         166,388.94       166,287.36       156,807.41       166,100.75       178,920.78        203,947.45        232,275.66        -                     

Tax Collections 418,968.70       427,202.11       437,488.01       489,026.02       532,741.20       594136.4034 685,974.82        720,803.33        757,400.17        -                     

Other Revenue 99.98                37,425.95         126.02              1,700.78           1,510.54           (2.87)                 -                     -                     -                     -                     

Liabilities -                    4.73                  7.32                  2.45                  (4.80)                 (5.47)                 -                     -                     -                     -                     

Revenues 419,068.68       464,632.79       437,621.35       490,729.25       534,246.94       594,128.06       685,974.82        720,803.33        757,400.17        -                     

Note Transfer 101,775.34       -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -                     -                     -                     -                     

Other Costs 56,571.37         1,026.99           4,536.69           6,030.62           4,691.52           5,000.00           5,000.00            5,000.00            5,000.00            -                     

Professional Services 74,651.14         112,193.50       64,100.83         52,591.83         41,169.93         35,000.00         35,000.00          35,000.00          35,000.00          -                     

Payments to COB 146,913.10       272,444.93       369,085.41       441,586.75       479,092.15       541,308.03       620,948.15        652,475.12        685,602.77        -                     

Expenses 379,910.95       385,665.42       437,722.93       500,209.20       524,953.60       581,308.03       660,948.15        692,475.12        725,602.77        -                     

Ending Cash 87,421.57         166,388.94       166,287.36       156,807.41       166,100.75       178,920.78       203,947.45        232,275.66        264,073.06        -                     

Tax Roll
Taxable Value 1,523,144,986  1,580,619,712  1,668,076,468  1,748,868,972  1,904,923,600  2,143,111,172  2,458,452,874    2,583,274,167    2,714,432,924    2,852,250,912    ***

Levy Rate 0.2775967645   0.2715594376   0.2619210680   0.2811822143   0.2795456889   0.2808309517   0.2831522855    0.2831522855    0.2831522855    -                     

Total Levied 422,820.08       429,231.93       436,904.37       491,754.01       532,513.18       601,851.95       696,116.55        731,459.98        768,597.89        -                     

Total Collection 418,968.70       425,195.94       433,214.85       486,971.26       527,367.09       597,572.80       689,942.39        724,972.35        761,780.86        -                     

Collection Rate 99.09% 99.06% 99.16% 99.03% 99.03% 99.29% 99.11% 99.11% 99.11% 0.00% ****

Payments to COB % 50% 50%-80% 80%-90% 90% 90% 90% 90% 90% 90% 0%

Loan Balance
Beginning Balance 3,332,356.16    3,218,766.62    2,971,780.93    2,628,019.99    2,214,392.40    1,766,832.84    1,255,071.82     650,827.00        9,806.44            -                     

Interest Paid 33,323.56         25,459.24         25,324.47         27,959.16         31,532.59         29,547.01         16,703.34          11,454.56          172.59               -                     **

Interest on Notes/Accounts Receivable146,431.28       272,444.93       369,085.41       441,586.75       479,092.15       30,028.83         16,703.34          -                     -                     -                     

Interest on Notes/Accounts Receivable481.82              -                    -                    -                    -                    (481.82)             -                     -                     -                     -                     

(146,913.10)      (272,444.93)      (369,085.41)      (441,586.75)      (479,092.15)      (29,547.01)        -                     -                     -                     -                     

Principal Paid 113,589.54       246,985.69       343,760.94       413,627.59       447,559.56       511,761.02       604,244.82        641,020.56        685,430.18        -                     

Payments to COB ($146,913.10) ($272,444.93) ($369,085.41) ($441,586.75) ($479,092.15) ($541,308.03) (620,948.15)       (652,475.12)       (685,602.77)       -                     

Ending Balance 3,218,766.62    2,971,780.93    2,628,019.99    2,214,392.40    1,766,832.84    1,255,071.82    650,827.00        9,806.44            (675,623.74)       -                     

*2021 & Later: Italicize numbers are estimates Taxable

** Interest assumes 3% until set each year by City of Bellingham Calculated Levy 696,116.55       

*** 10yr average COB taxable assessed value increase 0.0508            2020 Levy Rate 0.283152          

**** 5yr average collection rate, based off current year 99.11% Banked Capacity 535,303.19

Highest Lawful Levy 1,229,535.62

Available Limit 0.466848          

Statutory Limit 0.750000          

Estimate

2,458,452,874                              

Whatcom County Treasurer
2020 Estimate Update Chuckanut Loan Activity
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